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This Illustrated manual is a full course on the "art of rug braiding". Not only does it show the regular

rug shapes such as oval, round and rectangular, it also explains the steps for creating more

complex rugs. This book is an excellent teaching tool and has been used by teachers, craft groups

and individuals for the since its first appearance some 45 years ago.
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This book was a disappointment. I found it impossible to understand from a beginner's point of view.

There are no logical explanations of things like what fabrics can be used, how the strips should be

made, etc. It seems to me that this book is aimed at those who already have an understanding of

how braided rugs are made. The language and instructions are not clear and the hand-drawn

illustrations don't help. I'd suggest checking out other books, as I will, for the complete beginner. I'm

returning this one.

I found that this book was not helpful to understand how to braid rugs as a beginner. The

instructions are not very clear on how exactly to complete a project. The book contains drawings

that are not related to step by step instructions. I could not find any step by step instructions, just

mostly illustrations of the types of braided rugs that can be made.This book is definitely an

"illustrated guide" - but not helpful for an absolute beginner. I'll be searching for other step by step

resources

I have been using Verna's book and videos for the past 4 years and find them to be EXTREMELY



easy to follow. I have braided many rugs following her helpful instruction. In my opinion her book

and her videos are ALL you will ever need to braid beautiful rugs that will last a lifetime.

I am taking up rug braiding in my spare time and this book is very helpful in getting started and

excellent for beginers. I am pleased.

I would like to suggest to the absolutely new beginners that are having problems that they purchase

the dvds that go along with this guide. Everything they are complaining about is explained. I have all

of them in vhs and now am purchasing in dvd format as I love them.

This book was OK but could have been more informative and the illustrations a bit better.

very nice book quick delivery. good for first time braider or refresher for experienced, loaded with

clear instruction on all shapes of rugs
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